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Avoid the language barrier with a translator for Windows Phone. Translator is a handy companion app for your Windows Phone that translates words and phrases from another language to another. You can use this app even on the go and without an Internet connection. It includes text translation, camera translation, voice translation, offline translation, text to speech and more.
Transfer to Windows Phone with Translator.Check from Tom's Guide for more information on Windows Phone and Windows Phone forums. Download Find a used car trade, resell, certified used and retail used car values depending on the condition, mileage and other factors of car sales. Find a used car trade, resell, certified used and retail value used vehicles depending on the
condition, mileage and other factors of car sales. Find a used car trade, resell, certified used and retail value used vehicles depending on the condition, mileage and other factors of car sales. William Faulkner, Eudor Welty, Richard Wright and Tennessee Williams all call Mississippi home, and there's still great literature coming out of the state every day. Located in a town square in
Oxford, Mississippi since 1979, Square Books has helped preserve a rich literary tradition. We asked Lyn Roberts, the store's GENERAL Manager, for her top five books on the condition published last year. Read! 1. Recalling our southern history, folklorist and Vicksburg native William Ferris has put together interviews that he has conducted for more than 40 years with many of
the South's most influential artists and personalities in the Storied South ($35; University of North Carolina Press). 2. Current National Book Award winner Jesmin Ward published The Men We Reaped ($26; Bloomsbury, a five-year memoir in which she lost five young African-American men to her community and realized that their loss was created because of lingering racism and
poverty. 3. The past provides rich material for novels such as Tilted World ($26; William Morrow) by the husband and wife of the team beth Ann Fennelli (ordinary contributor to Country Living) and Tom Franklin. The story takes place in the Delta during the flood of 1927, which was a huge disaster for the state. 4. Deborah Johnson also looks back with her novel The Mystery of
Magic ($27; Amy Einhorn Books), in which a young, female lawyer from the nascent NAACP comes to Mississippi to investigate the murder of an African-American soldier returning home from fighting abroad in World War II. 5. Michael Farris Smith looks into the not-so-distant future in his novel Rivers ($25; Simon Schuster), about a future in which weather conditions have become
more violent and as Katrina batters the coast faster than the population can recover, causing the federal government to declare the coast wasteland. Going to Oxford, Mississippi? Check out Square Books Books The store hosts 150 sponsors a year! ----- Plus: See more government souvenirs from CL across America To preheat with this mulled wine recipe 35 new uses for old
Things What's Hot to Collect now 65 wow-worthy home makeovers This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io just put Oxford shoes with laces. They are characterized by closed laces, meaning the shoe has laces that
are attached to the vampire but are hidden by the shoe's throat. Traditionally, oxfords are men's dress shoes, but they have evolved into several shapes, including sneakers and even women's heels. Any shoes that contain Oxford's signature closed laces can be classified as oxford. Oxford originated in Scotland and Ireland and was called Balmoral after Balmoral Castle in
Scotland. The shoe dominated men's shoes for several centuries until the Oxonian, half the boot, appeared at Oxford University. The Oxonians were a rebellious response to the tough, uncomfortable men's boots that were popular at the time. The shoes had slits on the sides, making them more comfortable to wear while hiking around campus, as opposed to tight boots. Over
time, the lateral slits were replaced by laces, which eventually moved in stride. The heel was lowered and the throat boot was lowered to expose the ankles, and the shoes became known as oxfords. Shoes have become the preferred style in men's shoes. Boots are now only suitable for outdoor activities like riding, while oxfords were the perfect everyday shoe. They've been in
style ever since. Oxford is characterized by closed laces, a low heel and a low cut that exposes the ankles. Each Oxford contains these three characteristics, and there are several different styles: plain Oxford doesn't have any sophisticated piecing or perforation. Its simplicity makes it a good choice for formal evening shoes. A simple oxford, made of black lacquered leather, is
suitable for the event with a black tie. Some simple Oxford shoes are brown or other shades of polished leather, but you will almost always find them in black. The cap is one of the most basic styles of Oxford. It has an extra piece of skin on the nok lid, which can also have a very understated perforation. Cap-nose oxfords are considered elegant enough for the office, but not
dressed enough for an official event. Brogues, or wingtips as they are called in the United States, are often called as oxfords and they are, as long as they show that signature is closed lacing. Brogues have perforated foot caps that are spread on the sides of the shoe in the wing like hence, wingtip. Despite the intricacies of the design, brogues are considered less casual than the
Oxford leg cover. Oxford. Are workhorse shoes. The right pair of Oxfords can go from day to night, and is suitable for work, evenings and dressy occasions. Oxford's nose cover strikes the perfect balance. Although it is not considered a formal shoe, if it is the right style and color, it can be worn at any event. The material also adds to the versatility: oxfords can be made of leather,
suede and canvas. Many times shoe manufacturers will make the soles of oxfords bright color to add a unique touch. Men's clothing is a growing trend in women's fashion, and Oxford is a prime example. They are comfortable and they add flair to any outfit. Their functionality also makes them great shoes to wear to work, especially if your commute involves a bit of walking and
they are paired with any casual outfit as easily as other shoes. If you like height, try Oxford heels. Oxford heels resemble ankle boots, and they are reasonable but stylish. The heel is usually stacked and sturdy, and it also appears as a wedge. The National Portrait Gallery, London/Hamlet Wikimedia comes from a story in the story of Francois de Bellefortest Histoires Tragiques
(1576), not yet translated into English when Shakespeare adapted it. Shakespeare introduced new characters and greatly expanded the roles assigned to the various Belleforest characters. One of these enlarged characters is Polonius, Lord Chamberlain to the King of Denmark, who is not even named in the original story. As far back as 1869, the scholar George Russell French
noted the similarities between the Chief Minister of the queen Elizabeth, Lord Burgley and Polonius in French Hamlet, added that Bergley's son and daughter Robert and Anne Cecil seemed to conform to Laerth and Ophelia. Ophelia was unhappy with Hamlet; De Vere, who grew up in the royal ward in the family of Lord Bergley, was unhappy married to Anne Cecil. Oxford
believed that his wife was unfaithful to him when he was on tour of Europe and (at least for a while) seemed doubtful that he was the father of her first child. Hamlet tells Polonia, Conception is a blessing, but not how your daughter can conceive. Hamlet was often considered autobiographical. Was Edward de Vehr Shakespeare then? Limited to Hamlet, we find more than a few
additional parallels: Lord Bergley wrote a set of commandments (To his superiors being modest but generous; with subtle equal acquaintances, but corresponding) strongly reminiscent of the advice Polonius gives Laertes (Be familiar, but by no means vulgar ....). The Bergley Commandments, intended for use by his son Robert, were published in 1618. Hamlet first appeared in the
quarto in 1603. Edmund K. Chambers, one of Shakespeare's leading scholars of the twentieth century, The following explanation: Shakespeare may have known the pocket manuscript. In Act II Polonius sends Reynaldo to spy on Laertes in Paris, possibly catching him drinking, fencing, swearing, quarrels, or falling out on tennis. In real life Bergley's eldest son, Thomas Cecil,
really went to Paris, from where the well-informed Burghley somehow got information, through a secret channel, about the excessive love of Thomas ... dice and cards. Oxford, by the way, was really a real tennis drop out - not a widely practiced sport at the time - with Sir Philip Sidney, nephew of the Earl of Leicester. both were scientists, athletes and poets. Many critics noted
Hamlet's resemblance to the ideal of Cavalier Castiglione in Courtier. At the age of twenty-one, Oxford wrote a Latin introduction to the translation of the book. Both Oxford and Hamlet were patrons of companies acting. The book includes excerpts from which Hamlet soliloquy is definitely taken (what we have to explain death to be like anything better than sleep .... We are sure
not only to sleep, but also to die ....). Polonium was stabbed by Hamlet while spying on him. Oxford's most trusted relative, apparently, was Horace Wehr, called Horatio in some documents (and named so in the Dictionary of the National Biography) Oxford, like Hamlet, was captured by pirates on his way to England; both participated in naval battles. The parallels between Hamlet
and Oxford, ignored by the usual scholarship, were first discovered by J. Thomas Looney (pronounced LOE-ny, but harm was done), an English schoolteacher whose book Shakespeare Identified in Edward de Vere was published in 1920. If he is ever acquitted, as is still possible, he will far surpass the discovery of Heinrich Schliemann Troy in the annals of amateur scholarship.
Among Looney's new converts were Sigmund Freud and John Galsworthy, who said Looney's book was the best detective story I've ever read. Looney (who declined the understandable suggestion by his publisher that he was considering using a pseudonym) died in 1944, his theory widely ignored. After a long debate over the suggestion that Francis Bacon was the true author of
Shakespeare's canon, the suggestion of another candidate seemed a mere desperation. But Looney found the candidate far more interesting and believable than the Baconians or anyone else ever had. However, Oxford's life was an obvious challenge for Looney and his followers (known as the Oxfords). The Earl's death preceded the Stratford man by twelve years. Plays dated
after 1604, or references in games to current events in the years 1604-1616 (if anyone to be found), would expose Oxford to anachronism. Ordinary dating finds that there are ten such plays (I'm not counting the two noble Kinsmen). And Orthodox scholars claim that there is one such topical reference - to the still-vex'd Bermoothes, in Act I of the Storm. This is believed to refer to
a 1609 shipwreck in Bermuda not heard in England until 1610.Leaving the Storm aside for a moment, the nine remaining after 1604 plays are approached to earlier dating, not contradicting any known facts. The date of their composition is quite uncertain, many first appeared in the posthumous First Folio (1623). Some are dated late just to match the period when the Stratford
man (1564-1616) is believed to have been in London. It couldn't have been there much until 1587, and there are already numerous signs of an uncomfortable early authorship-published reference to Hamlet in 1589, such as when the Stratford man was twenty-five years old. The usual acquaintances of many of the supposedly post-1604 plays are more a matter of giving respite in
Stratford's chronology than letting the facts speak for themselves. In addition, one or two ordinary scholars date King Lear to 1604; Pericles and Henry Vole certainly worked on the other side, but there is nothing in the rest - Macbeth, Timon of Athens, Antony and Cleopatra, Coriolanus, Cymbeline, and The Winter's Tale that requires a date after 1604. I believe that the last source
material, undoubtedly used by Shakespeare, is John Florio's 1603 translation of Montaigne's 1603 essay From the Cannibals, which appears in many words in the same words in Act II of the Storm. The Stratforders have always insisted it is a late game and the Oxfords are happy to accept them. The Orthodox study of Shakespeare's sources hardly contradicts this analysis. All
eight volumes of Jeffrey Bullow's narration and Shakespeare's dramatic sources contain only one source, which is dated after 1604 and is considered a definite rather than a possible or probable source. This is William Strachey's account of the 1609 shipwreck in Bermuda. In fact, however, there is nothing in Strachey that is certainly in The Tempest, although his description of St.
Elmo's fire in tampering does suggest Ariel's magical powers (On topmast, yards and bowsprit, I'd blaze distinctly). Also, there is nothing in the Storm that was not known to the Elizabethans. If the Bermoothes would be seen as a reference to Bermuda, the Oxfords point out that not only did Hackluit's basic navigation (1598-1600) contain an account of 1,593 shipwrecks in
Bermuda, but a decade ago the Earl of Oxford himself invested in perhaps even Edward Bonaventura, one of the ships involved in the crash. Looney, however, was unaware of this. Uncharacteristically denoting the authority of chambers and other ordinary scholars on the subject, he accepted the usual date of the Storm (1611). Therefore, in his final chapter, Looney argued that
the play did not belong to Shakespeare's canon. Believed to include some of Shakespeare's finest poems, this greatly weakened Looney's case. By the time Hackluit was referring to Bermuda, Looney seemed discredited. In Shakespeare and His Best (1958), an attack on the anti-Stratford-upon-Ness, R.K. Churchill argued that the date of Oxford's death was decisive against his
candidacy for authorship. In The Life of Shakespeare (1970), S. Shenbaum more cautiously argued that The Storm presents Looney with his greatest problem, for actual references and other internal considerations compel him to accept the late date at which commentators assign him. In recent years, however, the graph's fortune has somewhat revived. Charlton Ogburn's huge
book The Mysterious William Shakespeare was published in 1984, attracting many converts. In the fall of 1987, David Lloyd Krieger, a Washington philanthropist who died last year, organized a debate on authorship at American University, chaired by three Supreme Court justices (William Brennan, Harry Blackmun and John Paul Stevens). They awarded the verdict to the
Stratford man, but Oxford benefited strongly from the exposure. At the end of his opinion, Judge Stevens noted that the Oxford case was plagued by the fact that he did not have a single, consistent theory of the case. True, but most Oxfordians (not all, alas) would have subscribed to something like this: there was a man named William Shakespere from Stratford, but the plays and
poems attributed to William Shakespeare were actually written by Edward de Ever, Earl of Oxford, Lord Of the Great Chamberlain and the Elder Earl of England, an early favourite of the queen Elizabeth and, as a rule, in good terms with her. (From now on, I will use Shakspere to designate the man from Stratford and Shakespeare to designate the author of the plays, whoever he
may be.) There is plenty of evidence of discomfort for Stratforders that many of the existing plays are rewritten versions of previous plays or, simpler dates from time to time, which will require enormous effort on the part of the Stratford man. Perhaps, before the man from Stratford reached his thirty-first birthday, about a dozen plays were written. Oxfordians believe that Oxford
wrote earlier plays for court performance in the 1580s, when Oxford was in its thirties, and that they were later revised for public theatre. Not until 1598 was the name of Shakespeare, encoded to the plays. Before that, all published quartets of plays afterwards Shakespeare had no name on the front page. Associating himself with public theatre and writing for it, Oxford and
slumbering, and enjoying themselves, and taking the opportunity to write figuratively about the events and people surrounding the court. Since the nobles were not acceptable to be associated with public (as opposed to court) theatre, Oxford agreed not to name his family. He didn't write for appropriation, as we say now. Perhaps, as Judge Stevens suggested, the queen ordered
him to do so. Perhaps he was content to write under a pseudonym without calling. The Earl of Oxford may have met the Stratford man in London at some point and recruited him as his blind man, or frontman: Oxfords disagree on this key issue. A version of this theory states that Oxford had already used the name Shakespeare when the Stratford man appeared in London. It's less
believable, but it contains a modern document that says gabrielle Harvey, a fellow at Trinity College, Cambridge, praised the Earl of Oxford in 1578 (in Latin) with the words Thin Eyes flashing fire, your face shaking a spear. I just assume that Shakspere was in town looking for his fortune and that he and Oxford somehow established a cooperative relationship. After that, Oxford put
Shakspere as a shareholder in The Chamberlain People, a theatre company where Shakspere allegedly worked as a factotum and manager. In the mid-1840s, Emerson confessed that he could not marry Shakesper's life at Shakespeare's work: Other wonderful people led lives in some way according to their thoughts, but this man is in stark contrast. This is an anti-Stratford case
in a nutshell. There is a big gap between life and work. Ivor Brown inadvertently drew attention to this in his 1949 Shakespeare biography. In 1598, he wrote, the bard managed, acted... and turning out the play (two or three a year was his pace at this time), and at the same time watch out for malt and Stratford issues. In 1604, Shakespere sued a Stratford pharmacist for the
remainder of his malt bill, as well as a two-shilling debt. But it may have been Mrs. Anne Shakespeare who forced it into court, Brown continued. Shakespeare himself was at the top of his performance at the time of the tragedy... Hmmmmm.No research has narrowed the gap. In some ways, research has expanded it. During the Restoration, forty-four years after the death of the
Stratford man, the knowledge of Shakespeare was so bad that the plays tied together for the library of Charles II and labeled as Shakespeare. Vol. I. were Mucedorus, Fair Em, and the hilarious devil of Edmonton, who are not accepted today as Shakespeare. The text scholarship only later clarified the canon, and the huge archival dig nineteenth and twentieth centuries there was
quite a lot of information about the life of Shakspere. But (if you exclude the posthumous testimony) none of them establishEs Shaysper as a playwright. With the rise of the critical scholarship, the poetic images of the Stratford man, narrated as fables by the second and third parties in the eighteenth century, were largely toppled as unreliable.S. Schoenbaum, who more than most
biographers avoided perhaps that binds Shakspere to so much Elizabethan life, was reduced by his own shyness in his documentary life (1975) to present scraps of paper that show little more than the usual deal , Southwark tax records, as well as documents related to petty disputes over money matters. Echoes of the play are a bit weak, and unconvincing. The Stratfordians have
a point where they tell us we know quite a lot about Shakspere - more than christopher Marlowe, for example. It's something we know is causing difficulties, not as little. His father, a constable and a Glover, could not write; He signed the documents with the cross or made his mark. As for the eldest daughter, Suzanne, Joseph C. Adams, the former director of the Folger Library,
reproduced her shaky signature in his life of William Shakespeare, but it did not contribute to the certainty that she was literate. Married to Dr. John Hall, she lived during the English Civil War. After Hall's death, the surgeon visited her in Stratford because he wanted to see her husband's manuscripts (not her father).. At the time, she could not recognize her husband's handwriting.
Strange, Shenbaum wrote. Is she training enough just to let her sign her name? Which brings us to Six Undeniable Signatures by Shakesper. They are painfully executed in an uncertain hand, a historic embarrassment. Joseph M. English Jr., an expert on documents at Georgetown University's Forensic Science Laboratory, pre-concluded (he had access only to reproductions) that
the signatures were signatures of a person not familiar with writing his own name, especially the second part of it. Surviving records do not contradict the possibility that Shakesper's literacy rate was no higher than that of his daughter. His signatures are only coded to legal documents. There are no known manuscripts or letters from Shaxpere. We have one email that was sent to
him (but he is not believed to have received it). He's asking for a loan of 30.30 pounds. Shakspere is known to have not attended Stratford Grammar School (school records are not preserved) and no one who attended him ever claimed to have been his classmate. If he were a pupil, he probably wasn't one long as orthodoxy gives way, for his faced financial difficulties.
Shakespere married at the age of eighteen and had three children (including twins) before his twenty-first birthday, in 1585. Joseph Adams guessed that Shakesper had spent some time as a teacher. The alternative he described as follows: If we are forced to think of him as an early snatched from school, working all day in a butcher's shop, growing up in a house devoid of books
and a literary atmosphere, and finally banished from his hometown through a wild escapade with village boys, it's hard to see how he suddenly blossomed as one of England's greatest people writing with every sign of literary culture. Several Orthodox scholars, including Alfred Harbaj, date love's Labour's Lost in the late 1580s. What Shakespeare did at the age of twenty-four or
twenty-five, we don't know, Harbaj added. The play contains allusions to the visit in 1578 of Marguerite de Valua and Catherine de Medici to the court of Heinrich Navarski in Nerak, the names of the French courtiers remain unchanged in the play. Somehow the Stratforder learned about all this, embodying it in parodies of court manners and literary fashions. If there was no source
of the game, Edmund Chambers wrote, some English or French traveler had to be an intermediary. The play was a battle in private war between court factions, according to Arden of Love's Labours Lost, with many indications that it was written first for private speaking in court circles and then rewritten and published in the quarter in 1598. It's hard to believe that Shakespere
started out as a court insider. To his credit, that amazing piece of virtuosity is a butcher boy who left school at 13 or even one whose education was nothing more than that of a gymnasium and living in a small provincial neighborhood can ensure it's an invite to either believe in miracles or not believe in a Stratford man, writes J. Dover Wilson, editor of the New Cambridge
Shakespeare.In his pre-fat poem in the first sheet (1623) , Ben Johnson misleads readers that Shakespeare was a small Latin and less Greek. Johnson also spread the idea that Shakespeare was a child of nature who wanted art. This falsely implied that Shakespeare's poetry was a spontaneous, unintuitous babble of a provincial. John Milton took the chorus, writing in 1632 that
the poet hands out his native wooden notes wild. The well-educated Milton probably did not realize that Shakespeare's dictionary was twice his own. Teaching Shakespeare, worn so unobtrusively, did not become apparent until much later. Eighteenth-century editor George Stevens said of the part of Titus Andronicus: This passage alone will convince me that the play before us
was the work of someone who was familiar with the Greek tragedies in their Language. We have here a simple hint of Ajax Sophocles, about which there was no translation in Shakespeare's time. Gilbert Hayet of Columbia University said we can be sure that Shakespeare did not read Aeschylus. (He meant that Shakspere wasn't there.) However, what can we say when we find
some of the thoughts Eshilus appears in Shakespeare's plays? Comedy of errors was taken from the play Plautus before it was published in English translation. Rape Lucrece comes from Fasti Ovid, of whom there appears to be no English version, according to John Churton Collins, author of research in Shakespeare (1904). Collins also found portions of Caesar, Sallust, Cicero
and Levy in the plays. As for modern languages, Charles T. Prudy, a professor at the University of Missouri, concluded that Shakespeare read both Italian and French and was familiar with both Bandello and Bellefont. The dialogue in some scenes of Henry V in French is grammatically accurate, if not idiotic, according to Sir Sidney Lee, an influential Shakespearean scholar and
editor of the National Biography Dictionary. As noted above, the stories of Trigaki Belforest, which contains the story of Hamlet, by the time Hamlet was written, were not translated from French. Othello is based on G. Giraldi's Hekatommiti, which was not translated from Italian at the time of the play's first performance. Andrew S. Cairncross, who in the 1930s adhered to the theory
of early authorship of plays, concluded that Shakespeare's knowledge and use of the Italian language established. (Oxford wrote in French and Latin and after spending almost a year in Italy almost certainly knew Italian.) Meanwhile, we caught a glimpse of Shaksper in London: In March 1595, along with William Kempe and Richard Burbage, he was recorded as Chamberlain's
paid man, for speeches to Her Majesty last December in Greenwich. In 1596, William Weit craves the assurances of the world against Shakesper and others for fear of death. In 1597 and 1598, the Stratforder was listed as a tax defaulter in the parish of Bishopsgate. In Stratford, he was among the evil people named as the accumulation of grain during the famine in 1598. A year
earlier, he had bought New Place, the second-largest house in Stratford, for 60 pounds, but he didn't live there permanently until his retirement, around 1610, wrote F. E. Holliday in Shakespeare's Companion, a standard reference work. In London there was no recorded reaction to his death, in 1616 - an extraordinary gaffe, given that the city went into mourning when actor
Richard Burbage died, three years later. The playwright spent several years before his death in his native Stratford, according to his first biographer, Nicholas Rowe, in ease, retirement, and the conversation of his friends. Shenbaum its final is not a literary stage. How many writers retire in their forties? (Francis Beaumont, who died a month before Shakspere, was told by
Marquette Chute to have retired from drama in his late twenties, but a recent study claimed he had suffered a stroke.) It seems unlikely that Shakspere will actually retire, however, in 1613 we find him back to London-buying a property in Blackfriars and mortgage it the next day. In Shakesper's will, first prepared in January 1616, little things such as a silver-plated bowl, his own
clothes, his plate, and his second best bed (this is the last for his wife) are not mentioned in books or manuscripts. It was the will of someone concerned and attentive to detail, but they did not include the location of his literary remains. At the moment, just over half of the plays have not been published anywhere. Circumstances were unequivocally conducive to storing any
products of his pen if it were not, Charlton Ogburn wrote. His final years were spent in a lavish leisure in a beautiful house he owned for two decades, and the house remained in the possession of his daughter and then granddaughter, while three collected editions of Shakespeare's plays were published in which their author was regarded as a triumph of his nation. Can we really
imagine that nothing in the form of a letter, a note, a little manuscript, would be left of Shakspere if he were the greatest of writers? As far as I know, there has never been a statement in Shakesper's life that he wrote anything, and we have no evidence that he was ever paid for the letter. Shaksper himself does not make any author's claims in anecdotes that are with us down. In his
cursory speeches he is more business than literary. According to Joseph Collected, a columnist and critic of National Review as a whole, he remains in the whole exceptionally silent fountain of eloquence. VIRTUOSITY DE VEREAs a young man, de Vera dazzled the queen and absorbed the attention of her leisure moments, according to one historian. His uncle, Henry Howard,
introduced the form of sonnet in English; another uncle, Arthur Golding, who was probably also De Vere's mentor, translated Ovid's Metamorphosis, an important source of Shakespeare. When Oxford was nineteen years old, a copy of Amiot (French) translation of The Life of Plutarch was bought for him; a letter he wrote in French at the age of thirteen survives. He won for himself
a place of honor among the first masters of English poetry, wrote Thomas Macaulay. Of all the court poets, Chambers wrote, the most reassuring was De Vere, but he became mute in later life. As a sign of respect for taboos against nobles using their own names, only one published poem revealed the authorship of Oxford. (Other E.O.,' and may have been published without his
permission.) Stephen W. May, out of The College, Kentucky, an expert on Oxford poetry has reduced to sixteen the canon of his certain poems. His last poem was composed no later than 1593, May said. This is the year of Shakespeare's first poem (Venus and Adonis). What is preserved in Oxford's poetry does not rival Shakespeare's poetry, but most of his famous poems were
written when Oxford was young, probably in his early twenties. According to Ward Elliott, of Claremont McKenna College, in California, who researched the authorship issue with statistical methods, some of Oxford's famous poems may have been compiled when the count was sixteen or younger. Oxford's eldest daughter, Elizabeth Wehr, was engaged to Henry Vriotesley, the
third Earl of Southampton, in the early 1590s, to be dedicated to Venus and Adonis and the Rape of Lucrez. Burghley and Oxford tried to convince the rich youth to marry the girl (Oxford sold with uncomfortably most of his inheritance by this time), but Southampton refused (and apparently fined Burghley for doing so). Shakespeare's sonnets, or most of them, are believed to have
been written in the early to mid-1590s, and three Southampton biographers believe he was a sonnet on the augway begetter. The poet, in any case, feels his age, talking about the devastating siege of the beating days, the crying of precious friends hid in the day of death night and all those friends who I thought were buried, and the missing his lovers are gone. In the mid-1590s
the Stratford man was not thirty years old, but in Sonnet 73 we read: This time of year you mayst in me here When yellow leaves, or not, or little, do hang on those twigs that shake from the cold, naked ruin'd choirs where late sweet birds sang . Shortly after he began his search for the true author of Shakespeare's works, Looney turned to the Dictionary of the National Biography,
where he read: Oxford, despite its cruel and vicious temper, its eccentric taste in clothing and its reckless waste of his substance, showed a genuine interest in music and wrote poems of great lyrical beauty. Puttenham and Meris consider it one of the best for comedy in their time; but although he was the patron saint of the players, no sample of his dramatic productions survive. In
1567, Oxford was admitted to the Gray Hotel, where he studied law and probably met playwrights and literary figures who frequented court hotels at the time. He took over the Earl Warwick Acting Company in 1580, and in 1583 rented the Blackfriars Theatre for his boys company of players; he gave the lease to John Lily, an early Elizabethan playwright who was also Oxford's
personal secretary. In comedy, R. Warwick Bond wrote in Lily's Full Works, Lily is Shakespeare's only model. (But if Oxfordism relationship between Lily and and must be abolished.) There is little doubt that the Earl himself collaborated in the writing and production of Lyly's Court Comedies, writes Oxford's biographer, B. M. Ward. In 1593, Gabriel Harvey ambiguously called Lily
the violin of Oxford. Oxford was four years older than Lily. According to the Cambridge History of English Literature, the Earl of Oxford Company players operated in London between 1584 and 1587. At that time, public theatre was considered low rents and a low standard of living enterprise. Lords and ladies didn't exactly go to the premiere at the Globe. This suggests that in 1587
Bergley complained in a letter to Sir Francis Walsingham that Oxford was obscene friends ... still rule them with flattery. Sidney Lee wrote that Oxford had squandered some of his fortune on people's letters, whose bohemian lifestyle attracted him to Sir George Buck, the poet and deputy master of Revels, regretted oxford's waste of his county, but thought he was a magnificent and
very scholarly and religious man. In 1573, three of Oxford's rude comrades staged a robbery (or perhaps it was intended as a real one) by two men previously hired by a noisy young earl, on the highway from Gravesend to Rochester, according to a letter complaining that the victims had quickly written to Burghley. In Henry IV, Part I, Falstaff and three companions Prince Hal
detain some travelers on the highway near Gadshill- which is on the highway between Gravesend and Rochester.Did Oxford write plays? In 1589, the author of Arte of English Poesie (considered George Puttenham) praised Oxford for comedy and entere and in Palladis Tamia (1598) Francis Meers wrote that the best for comedy among us will be Edward Earle from Oxford.
However, in the same famous passage Meres also praises Shakespeare and lists twelve of his plays. It can be argued, however, that Meers either knew the secret of Oxford and kept it, or innocently believed that Oxford and Shakespeare had a separate identity. If he knew the secret, he was presumably discouraged from opening it the same social system that prevailed at Oxford
to hide his identity. In the case of Oxford the pressure from peers to hide his name would be strong. Among nobility or nobility as it can be very well seen in many laudable sciences and especially in the adoption of poesie, Puttenham wrote in 1589 , it is so come true that they do not have the courage to write, and if they hate to be known for their skill. Since I know so many
notable gentlemen in the Court who wrote commendably, and suppressed it again, or suffered it to be published without their own names to it: as if it were to discredit the gentleman seems to have learned . He went on to describe the Nobles and gentlemen of Her Majesty's own servants, who wrote perfectly well, as it would seem, if their deeds could be found and made public with
the rest, of which the number is the first that noble gentleman Edward Earl of Oxford . In Shakespeare and his finest, R.K. Churchill was so certain that Oxford's death in 1604 ruled him out as a bard that he boldly argued: I believe it is also for the officials of the Oxford Shakespeare Fellowship that the Earl of Oxford is safely dead, because they would be in some danger of being
run over if they insulted the Count in person, suggesting that he had written Shakespeare's plays. For a courtier brought up on Castillon, a greater insult is hardly imaginable. Which helps explain the use of a pseudonym. Two characteristics of Shakespeare's canon powerfully show that its author was not a small city-burger, and a well-traveled nobleman. One is very attitude. The
author shows little sympathy for the class of upward mobile aspiring, of which Shakspere was an outstanding member. Shakespeare celebrates a faithful servant, but finds simplicity either humorous when seen individually or disturbing in mobs. Either way, it's removed from them. The burgher's fears aren't his-unlikely what one would expect from a pen thrifty new countryman in
the big city and growing rapidly. Shakespeare's frequent aversion to court life sounds like the disgust of a man who knew it all too well. His disdain for a climber like Malvolio in the twelfth night is offered by a writer who is born above social ascent and finds him ludicrous in his subordinates. (Oxfordians, incidentally, are doing a strong case that Malvolio's character is based on Sir
Christopher Hatron.) Louis Benezet, a professor at Dartmouth (and Oxford), noted in 1940 that Shakespeare's nobles are natural, at ease, persuasive. They speak the language of their class, both in matter and in manner. They are aristocrats to rest. On the other hand, it is unconvincing to portray Shakespeare's lower classes. It makes them clods or dolts or clowns, and they
entertain us with their gaucheries. He gives them unworthy names: Wart, Bullcalf, Moldy, Bottom, Dogberry, Snut.... Walt Whitman said the same thing. Comedies, he wrote, have an unmistakable hue of plays, portraits made to distract only the castle's elite, and from his point of view. Comedy is totally unacceptable to America and democracy. Whitman was an anti-Stratfordist
agnostic; his comments (1888) at the historical games are remarkable. Stories suggest, he wrote, explanations that dare not be put into a simple statement. But then he added: Conceiv'd of the full heat and pulse of European feudalism-personification in the unparallel'd way of medieval aristocracy, his towering spirit of ruthless and gigantic caste, his own peculiar air and arrogance
(not just imitation) - just one of the wolf's counts so plenteous in the plays themselves, or some descendant and connoisseur, it may seem that the true author of these amazing works .... We find in Sonnet 91 (and is this the voice of our controversial grain-keeper from Stratford?): Your love is better than a high birth to me,... More delight than hawks or horses to be. In Sonnet 125,
the poet wrote, I was not my daughter, I wore a canopy. We know that Oxford was one of those who had the right to carry a canopy over the monarch, and according to the Oxford biographer, a modern ballad tells us that the Thanksgiving procession after the defeat of Armada, the noble Earl of Oxford, the tall Chamberlain of England/Rode right in front of Her Majesty has his
hood in hand. The second characteristic of the canon, which points from Shakspere- and towards Oxford - is the author's obvious knowledge of foreign lands. Shakespeare's knowledge of Italy was extraordinary, historian Hugh Trevor-Roper wrote. An English scientist who lived in Venice found his visual topographical precision in merchant Venice incredible in someone who had
never been there. Edmund Chambers admitted that the playwright seems to have been remarkably successful in providing local colouring and atmosphere to plays set in Italy. It even shows familiarity with some of the smallest points of local topography. Carl Elze, a nineteenth-century German scholar, noted that in his description of Venice, Shakespeare does not confuse Isola de
Rialto with Ponte di Rialto. As a result, chambers said, a lot of research was devoted to the hypothesis that he spent some time in Italy. But it's implausible that a man from Stratford ever went abroad. Traveling to the continent was both dangerous and expensive. When Edward de Vere went to France in January 1575, he was accompanied by two gentlemen, two grooms, one
payend, a harbinger, a housekeeper and a trench, Lord Bergley noted his records. Oxford and the party stayed six weeks or more in Paris and were presented to the French King Henry III. Henry Navarre and Oxford were about the same age, and in many ways Henry seems to have been a man after Oxford's own heart. We know, in any case, that Oxford later kept in touch with
the French ambassador to London; and we know that Shakespeare was familiar with some of the details of the Navarre Court in 1578 (described in Love's Labours Lost). Oxford went to Strasbourg and from there to Italy, arriving in Padua in May. For fear of the Inquisition, I dare not pass by Milan, the bishop from which such tyranny is carried out, he wrote to Bergli. From Padua
he went to Genoa, and then returned to Padua. In September he was in Venice. Here he borrowed 500 kronor from one Nigrone Baptist; then in December received an additional money transfer through Pasquino Spinola. In the Taming of the Shrew, the rich gentleman of Padua, whose astute daughter Petruchio tames, is called Baptista Minola, and his crowns are repeatedly
mentioned. Oxford then went to Florence and Sienu. It was also reported that he was in Sicily, a famous knightly man who defied everyone to compete with all kinds of weapons. In a book published in Naples in 1699, he was described as participating in a staged tournament staged by Commedia dell' Arte; account implies that he was a familiar figure at these performances. In
1936, George Lyman Kittredge of Harvard noted that the influence of Italian art commedia dell is evident throughout the Lost Work of Love. Some figures are in line with the standard figures of the Italian convention... By March 1576, Oxford had returned to Paris, stopping on the way to Lyon. A striking echo of Oxford's life and travels is in All's Well That Ends Well. Here's a
description of Looney's main character, Bertram. Almost everything that follows also applies to Oxford: the Young Lord of the ancient line, of which he himself is proud, having lost his father, for whom he entertained a strong affection, brought to court his mother and left there as a royal parish to be brought up under royal supervision. As he grows up he asks for military service and
be allowed to ride, but repeatedly fail or put. He's finally leaving without permission. Before leaving, he was married to a young woman with whom he was raised, and who herself was most active in the marriage. The marital problems, which are a notable feature of non-cohabitation, are related both to his stay abroad and to his return home. There is one last moment in all's Well.
Bertram is brought to Elena's bed in the mistaken belief that he is visiting his mistress. (Shakespeare used the same trick in measuring.) In 1836, the story of Essex's Story referred to the Earl of Oxford: He left his lady's bed, but Lady Anne's father (Lord Bergley) managed to make sure her husband unknowingly slept with her, considering her another woman, and she gave birth to
his son as a result of that encounter. It's hard to believe that this actually happened to Oxford (or anyone else). But it suggests that the story was told about him in particular. Oxford's wife died in 1588. Three years later, he married Elizabeth Trentham, one of the queen's bridesmaids. In 1596 they moved into a large house (which she bought) in Hackney, three or four miles from
central London. We don't have much information about the last decade of his life. It is almost impossible to penetrate into the obscurity surrounding his life in Hackney, - wrote B.M. Ward (1928). There may be doubt that literature, its main interest in life, occupied most of its time. Almost one among the Elizabethan poets, Shakespeare did not write a eulogy about the death of the
queen, in 1603. Oxford himself died in Hackney in June 1604, he thought of the plague. In 1622, the year before Folio was published, Henry Pichamp published a book with a chapter on poetry. Elizabeth's reign was a golden age, he wrote in this, listing (in order of rank) those who revered the poesie with their pens and practices. First there was Edward Earle from Oxford.
Edmund Spencer and Philip Sidney contributed to this list. There was no mention of Shakespeare.The post-1604 period, potentially so dangerous for Oxford, it turns out to contain surprises-for-Stratforders. Bard seems to have continued to write, but with an employee. Sidney Lee, a pillar of Stratford orthodoxy, believed that Shakespeare returned to his previous habit of
collaborating, and with another help composed two dramas - Timon of Athens and Pericles. How about the possibility that he died leaving unfinished work that was completed by the other hand? The first two acts of Pericles usually agreed, not Shakespeare at all. From 1594 to 1604 Shakespeare's plays were regularly published in London in quart-editions. But then the publication
for some reason ceased until 1608, and the appearance of Lear. In 1609, sonnets were published with a foreword to our eternally living poet. The phrase suggests that the poet was dead. The name, Shake-speares Sonnets (not Shakespeare's Sonnets), also implies that additions are not to be expected. Numerous typos indicate that the poet who took such pains with Venus and



Adonis and Rape Lucrete was not involved in overseeing the printing of his most important body of non-dramatic poems, Schoenbaum wrote. In 1607, a poet named William Barksed said of Shakespeare: His merit was worthy. Shakes had to live nine years. In 1605 the London Prodigal was published in a quart as William Shakespeare, and in 1608 the Yorkshire tragedy was also
published and attributed. The royals also performed these plays, now known as apocryphal and their authors were lost in history. The Stratford man was alive, supposedly still turning out plays, and is definitely suing for malt debts in Stratford. Why didn't he object to his good name being attached to plays he didn't write? It is likely that the company, knowing that the real playwright
has died, decided to continue using his name as a drawing card. There have been other apocryphal plays, some appearing in quarto and ascribed to WS, but all the evidence we have suggests that it was only after Oxford's death that the company openly used Shakespeare's name to advertise plays not by a real author. In 1609, Troyl and Cressida Published in a quart, with the
last few scenes perhaps the other hand, according to the New Cambridge Editors. The first edition included a strange foreword- dropped from the second edition, published in the same year- with the headline (ignored by The Stratfordians) Never a writer ever reader. News. Oxforders note that it is always an anagram of Vere. And I can not resist, referring to a similar game of
words in these lines, gently addressed by Oxfords, from Sonnet 76: It is every word doth almost to say my name, showing my birth, and where they continue. In October 1991, in the cover of Looking for Shakespeare, see Irving Matus's counter-argument The Shakespeare Case and his response to Tom Betell's article above: The Dispute of Shakespeare: Matus Responds.
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